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ABSTRAK

The scientific “wrestling” between qualitative and quantitative approaches seems to be interesting, yet also a never-ending story in the research inquiry. A great deal of literature argue that this unfinished struggle stems from the differences in philosophical background and research method, which accompany each research approach, and even, sometimes, the personal preference and competence of the researcher. Through a systematic pursuit of a substantial classical as well as recent literature, the author try to propose a new, but actually a disregarded ancient standard in order to bridge the gap between qualitative and quantitative approaches, especially concerning the criteria of the research holy-trinity (validity, reliability, and objectivity). Except the extremists, many people, unsurprisingly, seldom dichotomize research inquiry as pure qualitative or quantitative. Some people even already try to promote consolidation between the two poles of research approach and encourage the broadening of “traditional” criteria so that they can be legitimately applied across the entire spectrum of research approaches. While alternative criteria may not in the end be feasible or even, desirable, it will certainly still be useful to prevent confusion among the newcomers in this discussion. However, these alternatives do serve to remind us that qualitative and quantitative approaches are not as discrete as many people thought earlier.
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The pursuit of high quality research seems to flourish through qualitative inquiries, following the steps of its counterpart, the quantitative approach. This trend even seems to proliferate faster due to the overwhelming demand concerning the evaluation criterion for the qualitative approaches. Unfortunately the absence of an agreement about what “valid” is, especially in researches using the qualitative approach, invite lots of debates. Through a systematic review, the author recognizes the existence of five main/cardinal positions toward the quality criteria in the qualitative research (Smith & Deemer, 2000; Spencer,
Ritchie, Lewis, and Dillon, 2003; Sia, 2004). At first glance, this situation was assumed to happen only in the qualitative inquiries, but further readings reveal hardly the almost same situation in quantitative approaches. Despite its firm and solid rules, the quality criteria in quantitative approaches also spread into few main positions either.

One of the main reasons for developing a high-quality research (HQR) is the commitment of many research departments and also commitment of several policy makers, including the government from several countries to conduct evidence-based policy which lately put great efforts and attentions to ensure that research and evaluation should fulfill highest standards. Both quantitative and lately the qualitative techniques are used extensively in natural and social researches. The other, more practical reason for developing a HQR is the effectivity and efficiency of the resources that were allocated to support the research process. Large amount of resources will go to waste for nothing if we don’t have a high quality criteria to measure the quality of any given research (Adcock & Collier, 2001; American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, and National Council on Measurement in Education (1985).

Keeping track of these conditions force the author to undertake a systematic review of quality standards in both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The aim of this study was to produce an overview of the current guidance for assessing the quality of researches and evaluation programs. This little step is indeed an important step for ensuring that researches will be more valid and well supported by appropriate research evidence so that they can provide better credibility, rigor and at the same time promoting the relevance of research studies. This study, hopefully, can also contributes to resolving the ongoing debate in the research and academic community, especially on the quality of all types of social research.

Despite the rapid demand of a high quality research, there is still little agreement about the quality criteria for assessing research quality, especially in the qualitative inquiries. Many people, who claim to be called qualitative experts, argue that it isn’t appropriate to measure qualitative research’s quality, especially its holy trinity (validity, reliability, and objectivity). However, when the demand became stronger, some people start to propose a new way to make sure that their researches are valuable. In spite of a quality criteria they introduce some guiding principles for conducting qualitative research. Suddenly, many people start introducing their self-made guiding principles. Recently, Dixon-Woods and her research group have identified over a hundred different quality criteria in relation to qualitative research. Unfortunately, this situation was not supported by a well-planned and designed criteria, which result in many unhelpful and wasteful proliferation of criteria (Dixon-Woods, 2003).

**Method**

This systematic review analyze many articles about research quality evaluation. The review include evaluation guidelines of
quantitative & qualitative approaches, and combination of both. Articles were drawn from a number of different searches conducted on the worldwide web like findArticle, Scirus and Google. This search strategy also included the grey literature, unpublished literature, such as conference presentations. Due to space limitation, only results from some of these endeavor together with additional related references are presented as this somewhat abridged version.

**Result and Discussion**

Smith and Deemer once proposed the foundational, quasi-foundational and non-foundational approach to classify positions of qualitative research quality criteria (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). At the moment, the author recognizes five major positions concerning the quality criteria of research in general. These positions starts from rejecting any criteria until using the positivist classical criteria (see Figure 1.)

Every question about research reliability and validity. This position argue that there shouldn’t be any privileging of methods above all other research considerations or “methodolatry”. Chamberlain at 1999, argues that methodolatry marks a carry-over from the predominance of positivist methodological assumptions where rigid adherence to method functions as the justification for the research claims being made (Aguinaldo, 2004). This position usually associated with Smith’s articles at 1984 and 1990 (Sia, 2004). This position argue that qualitative and quantitative approaches have different philosophical backgrounds. Qualitative researchers commonly use the idealist and anti-foundational, whether quantitative followers use the realist and foundational approaches. Smith proposed that the quality criteria should be rejected because, implicitly it admit the existance of a “real/right” research procedure, which was considered as a foundational approach. However, lately

---

**Figure 1. Five major positions on research quality.**

- Completely rejecting any kind of research quality criteria
- Assuming that quality criteria are still affected by subjectivity
- Accepting the shared standard between qualitative-quantitative
- Refusing quality criteria, but accepting guiding principles
- Completely rejecting any kind of research quality criteria

*Completely rejecting any kind of research quality criteria*

This first position completely rejecting any thought about quality criteria, especially Smith tend to admit the necessity and promote usage of an open and flexible criteria, not a predetermined and rigid criteria (Spencer, et al, 2003).
Refusing quality criteria, but accepting guiding principles

Although separated into different positions, generally many researchers already admitting the need of a quality criteria, and this need proliferate faster recently. Larger support were given to the quality criteria which manifest into research guiding principles, especially for the qualitative approaches. This type of quality criteria produce some criteria which could then be constructed into a framework. These framework, even if it were created to evaluate research quality, still provide enough room for the researcher concerning flexibility and creativity. This framework usually presented in a group of questions which smoothly direct and guide the research processes.

Acknowledging the shared standard between qualitative and quantitative approaches

This position lay in the middle of two extremist position. The supporters of this position argue, that compared to the opposite, “invalid” term, the term “valid” defined as something holistic, with justified and strong foundations. This situation, according to Stake, at 1974, is an eternal criteria and should always be fullfilled by a qualitative researcher. It’s believed that there are some generic criteria, and some other unique and special criteria for every approach. Some examples of the generic criteria are well supported conclusion, researcher’s justification and expertise, and present certain benefits to certain communities (Camic, Rhodes, & Yardley, 2003).

Assuming that quality criteria are still affected by subjectivity

Although quantitative approaches were already well recognized for its validity and reliability measurements, some researchers still remind and argue about its objectivity. This doubt came into surface due to the need of personal judgement for evaluating research results, which was known as inter-rater reliability. In these circumstances, the researcher’s opinion, educational, political background and personal interest can influence and produce different results.

Accepting positivist quality criteria

Researchers who belong to this extreme position differentiate research quality into two common categories. The first one is research reliability and the second is research validity. It’s important to stress that the two criteria mentioned were about the research quality criteria, and not about the measurement quality criteria. The common category for reliability is test-retest and split-half methods, whereas validity, were categorized into internal and external validity. Internal validity concern about research ability to provide plausible explanations to support its conclusion. External validity will take care about the appropriateness of research conclusion to generalize to other situations and conditions.

Realizing all the positions above, concurrently make the author aware of the difficulties in facing research quality criteria. The question is, which position is the most effective and efficient? The answer of that question won’t satisfy every position,
perhaps even won’t satisfy any position. To answer that question, the author likes to redefine the concept of research as a consensus agreement from some relevant persons about the criteria of high quality research. The author was inspired with this definition by considering previous definitions about consensual validity, the concept of research validity estimated by numerous persons, including experts, colleagues and respondents in different situations about a certain thing.

The author found that many research criteria qualities were actually based on expert’s agreement about certain aspects of the research. For example the reason to determine .05 as the cut off/borderline to determine the significance or insignificance of certain statistical results is based on previous agreement from previous researchers. This situation is supported by the presence of a phenomena showing the difference in quality standards between social and physical sciences. In the social sciences the number .05 is considered significant in statistical testing, not to mention 0.01. The other way round occur in physical sciences, where the significant number .00001 is not uncommon in their statistical testing. Such phenomena are easy to recognize through statistical testing programs offered in the market, like SPSS, which determine .05 as its significance threshold, reflecting the program’s goals, i.e. for the social sciences. Besides the statistical testing evaluation, the role of consensus in research report quality assessment is easy and frequently seen in inquiries using qualitative approaches; rarely revealing results in numbers. When the role of consensus is so powerful in evaluating the research report quality, which could be observed and measured, the role of consensus in assessing the research report quality containing symbolic nuance certainly become more rigid. These are reflected through efforts to transform individual evaluation of the jury/expert into numbers such as 1 to 10, then seeking for means from all related juries/experts. The transformation into numbers is needed to reach mutual understanding, which is also artificial because score 8 from jury A, most certainly would be different from score 8 from jury B. These are reflections of each evaluator subjectivity in determining attitude.

Considering these facts, it could be concluded that so far there has been indirectly efforts to compromise research quality evaluation. These are attained through testing and assessing research result reports, such as minitheses, theses, and dissertations, or program implementation reports. Mutual understanding could also be discovered in national, regional, and even international symposia held by certain institutions, usually professional associations, or governmental institutions. One such example came from the British governmental institute, namely the National Centre for Social Research, recently, to construct a qualitative research quality evaluation general standard. Another example is the joint decision of some of American Psychological Association (APA) task force on controversial topics which invite polemics, such as the role of statistical
testing in research and the phenomenon around intelligence testing known as the Flynn Effect. It seems that a general compromise concerning the research quality either qualitative or quantitative is certainly demanded. It's high time for professional associations and government institutions to confer for the sake of mutual understanding on research quality to achieve consensus, a consensual quality – the author christen it as a *consensuality*. This is not impossible due to the fact that there are already several parties mapping cardinal positions in assessing research quality. Many others propose new quality criteria to assess research results.

The existence of such mutual understanding would diminish polemics and debates around the assessment of research results. On the other hand, it could help the researcher to construct a proposal and conduct a research, because he/she has owned a clear assessment guide, as clear as the .05 in social research and .00001 in natural research entity. Finally, consensuality should enlighten policy makers to assess whether accepted research reports are already adequate to be a foundation in creating new policies, either at organisational or at regional/national levels.

**Conclusion**

Some experts in the research enterprise suggest that the answer to the scientific debate about research quality criteria won't be solved by proposing new criteria. Dixon-Woods, Shaw, Agarwal, & Smith (2004) and Trochim (2004) suggest that the emerging of alternative criteria aren't always worthwhile. Sometimes they even stimulate more debates and rejections among the newcomers in the scientific world. In-depth understanding about classical criteria will rejuvenate our appreciation on their usefulness in assessing research quality.

It's true that huge expenses and efforts have been spent for achieving high quality researches, but the benefit they offer were really worthwhile. Consequently such high costs should be continuously affordable. Through a high quality research we can get reliable and valid information to guide our path in search for better living for the human kind. We don't have to make a perfect and conclusive indicator which only can be fulfilled by a super-mega high quality research. It's enough to make a standard quality criteria, based upon the accomplishment of previous researches. This conclusion was based upon the assumption that the suggestion of consensuality aims to stimulate further acquisition of knowledge and developmental work on research issues, which would support the lifelong effort in promoting high-quality research.
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